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Human Kinetics, 2007. Book Condition: New. Brand New,
Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+ Customer Service!
Summary: "Pete Newell is the guru of post play and playing
big. This book not only shows you how to master inside play,
but it also demonstrates how Pete has had such an impact on
basketball. If you want to raise your game, learn or coach
footwork, and play big, read this book!" Ann Meyers Drysdale
General Manager, Phoenix Mercury Olympian, All-American,
Hall of Famer "Pete Newell's Playing Big is the standard by
which every basketball resource will be judged. In a style and
format that allow any aspiring student, teacher, coach, and
player to easily comprehend what it takes to get to Newell's
Hall of Fame level, Coach Newell perfectly captures the training
tips, techniques, and methodology that have guided the true
legends in basketball. Pete Newell's Playing Big is not only a
meticulously researched, brilliantly organized, incredibly
complete review of how players have excelled in the post, but
it's also a blueprint for maximizing talents in basketball and in
the game of life itself." Bill Walton Basketball Hall of Fame 1993
Member of NBA's 50 Greatest All-Time Team "Coach Pete
Newell's vast...
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Extensive guide for ebook lovers. It generally does not cost excessive. Your way of life span will likely be convert the
instant you complete looking at this ebook.
-- R ocky Da ch-- R ocky Da ch

Certainly, this is the very best work by any author. It is amongst the most remarkable publication i have got study. I am
just happy to inform you that this is actually the greatest pdf i have got study inside my individual daily life and can be
he very best publication for at any time.
-- Gilber t R ippin-- Gilber t R ippin
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